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(Essential Elements). Original series (green cover) Essential Technique for Strings is a book of
studies to help the intermediate player develop the skills necessary for playing in an orchestra.
Its flexible sequence allows you to choose pages from the three major sections: higher positions
and shifting, keys and scales, and bowings and special techniques.

About the AuthorMel Bay was born on February 25, 1913 in the little Ozark Mountain town of
Bunker, Missouri. He bought a Sears Roebuck guitar at the age of 13 and several months later
played his first gig. (He recalled playing until his fingers were raw!) Mel took up the tenor banjo
shortly thereafter and continued to play both instruments. During his teenage years Mel played
with a wild assortment of bands and characters in rural Missouri. Perhaps no gig was as strange
as the job he landed with, in Mel's words, a snake oil salesman. This flamboyant peddler would
pull his ostentatious Pierce Arrow automobile, complete with steer horns mounted on the grill,
into the center of a small, rural town. Mel would sit on the car and play up a storm on the tenor
banjo. After a crowd gathered, the peddler took over and began extolling the merits of his
wonder elixir.In 1933 Mel Bay moved to St. Louis and began his professional career. He played
with numerous local and traveling bands. In addition, he landed staff guitar jobs on several radio
stations. Mel fronted his own trio (piano, bass, guitar) and played steadily for 25 years! He was
equally adept on most fretted instruments and played mandolin, uke, Hawaiian guitar, tenor and
plectrum banjo professionally.While Mel was actively pursuing his playing career, he continued
to teach as many as 100 students a week. He decided to begin writing instructional materials
due to the difficulty encountered by guitarists at playing good sounding chord forms in rhythm
sections and due to the poor note reading ability prevalent among guitarists.After the war Mel
was asked to write instructional materials on guitar for GI's wanting to learn music under the GI
Bill. In 1947 Mel formed his own publishing company and wrote his landmark initial book titled
The Orchestral Chord System for Guitar. (This book is still in print under the title Rhythm Guitar
Chord System and continues to be one the finest rhythm guitar chord texts available!) His
Modern Guitar Method was penned shortly thereafter. For years Mel traveled from town to town
talking to guitar teachers and players and showing them his publications. At one time Mel claims
to have known virtually every guitar teacher in America on a first name basis! The guitar and Mel
Bay books caught on in a big way in the 1950's. Things have continued to grow ever since.Mel
used to sell D'Angelico guitars. At any given time he would have 5 or 6 lying around the house.
Mel played professionally on his New Yorker model but his favorite was the initial Mel Bay Model
crafted as a gift for him by John D'Angelico. This famous guitar had all of the main features of the
New Yorker but was a cut away model and had a slightly thinner neck. This instrument has been
pictured on the Mel Bay Modern Guitar Method for decades.Someone once calculated that



sales of guitar books written by Mel Bay have exceeded 25 million copies. When asked, Mel
frequently said that he quit counting long ago. Sales of his Modern Guitar Method have alone
surpassed the 7 million mark. It is safe to say that Mel Bay is one of the pivotal figures in the
world of guitar music and instruction in this century.
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M. N. Whitcraft, “Solid Foundational Studies Book. I use this book with all of my students
beginning around Suzuki Volume 3. The shifting/harmonic exercises can’t be beat. However, I
chose to teach vibrato in a different fashion than how it is addressed in the book.I do wish it
included scales past two sharps and flats, but I suppose they wanted to save that for the
“advanced” book.  The organization is excellent, and the markings are very clear.”

GIUSEPPE, “Good consistono and fast delivery. Great book my son is happy and learning from
it”

Jan Wallace, “Book one is a great beginner book. I have used this series to teach for the past 18
years. Book one is a great beginner book. It encourages students to learn to read music in that it
puts in minimum fingerings. Book two is a little heavy on extensions and would be better if it
included the beginning of shifting. Book three has a completely different format than Books one
and two. It is divided in three sections: shifting exercises, scales up tot 4 flats and sharps, and
skill building. The shifing exercises are a little dry, but are useful when combined with other
etudes. The key section is excellent, especially the inclusion of a two part, Bach Chorale for
every key.”

Deb, “Good series. This has been a great series for my daughter. She only recently began
Essential Technique. Though it is a little tougher, the lessons are short and simplified enough so
as not to be over whelming. This book works in conjunction with the other lesson books.”

Marlyn Flores, “Good. Very good book and it got here in perfect timing”

Marlys Waters, “the book has nice instructions and selection of music. While I'm not quite ready
for intermediate songs, the book has nice instructions and selection of music.”

KDiaz, “Five Stars. My daughter's orchestra director requested this for class and it worked well
for them.”

harpoline, “A bit of everything.. Some bits are good some not so great. Still i will be able to use
the book for a student. It has some nice introductions to 2nd and 3d position. I wouldn't use this
book all the time but it has some good explanations in there. I don't like their approach to vibrato
so I won't use that bit!”

Ebook Library Reader, “Four Stars. Love the book. Awesome and helpful especially if you trying
to get the hang of third position”
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The book by Santorella. Tony has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 194 people have provided feedback.
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